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Your first instincts and gut feelings are usually flat out Your first instincts and gut feelings are usually flat out wrongwrong. Discover why,. Discover why,
and and learn how to actually think clearlylearn how to actually think clearly ..

A brain fart is a lapse in judgment.A brain fart is a lapse in judgment. We do this every day without realizing it, and it can have severe consequences on

our lives. Use this book as a field guide to think better, understand your feelings better, and tame your stupid brain.

Cure your flawed thinking habits and mental blunders.Cure your flawed thinking habits and mental blunders.

Brain FartBrain Fart is a book that will get you to think about how you think. Never before has such a deep look been taken into

the roots of illogical and rash decisions – how they form, and how they persist in our lives. We all recognize our big

blunders, but it’s the subconscious ones that can sink us.

Brain FartBrain Fart is expertly researched with psychological and scientific studies, and delves into neuroscience and

behavioral economics. In a book that has wide ranging implications, Peter Hollins illustrates why we tend to

immediately have regret our decisions and proclaim, “What was I thinking?!”
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Stop falling into your own mental traps and develop clarity of thought.Stop falling into your own mental traps and develop clarity of thought.

Peter Hollins has studied psychology and peak human performance for over a dozen years and is a bestsellingPeter Hollins has studied psychology and peak human performance for over a dozen years and is a bestselling

author.author. He has worked with dozens of individuals to unlock their potential and path towards success. His writing

draws on his academic, coaching, and research experience.

Discover your brain’s subtle tricks and everyday illusions.Discover your brain’s subtle tricks and everyday illusions.

•Why our concept of free will is illusory at best.

•The roots of superstitious and magical thinking.

•How advertisers are so effective at emptying our wallets.

•Why our memories betray us.

Understand what your head is really up to.Understand what your head is really up to.

•How we evaluate risk entirely wrong.

•Why our first impressions lead us astray.

•Why our egos skew our sense of reality.

Solve your fuzzy thoughts and solve your life.Solve your fuzzy thoughts and solve your life.

Think with clarity and you’ll perform at peak levels and stop making sub-optimal decisions. Make sure your

reasoning gets you where you want to be and never settle for less than you deserve. 

Thinking is difficult. But Brain FartBrain Fart makes it much, much easier. 

Uncover and prevent your next brain fartUncover and prevent your next brain fart
by clicking the BUY NOW button at theby clicking the BUY NOW button at the
top of this page.top of this page.
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